GULFSTREAM PARK - February 25, 2017 - Race 9

Race: 3/4
Start: Str
Replay: 1/2

Pgm Horse Win Place Show
1 3rd Pacesetter 2 2nd 1 1st $1,500
3 2nd Pacesetter 1 1st 3 2nd $1,500

Claiming Price: $16,000
One Mile On The Turf
Track Record: (Mr. Light (ARG) - 1:31.41 - January 3, 2005)

Purse: $23,000
Includes: $3,000 FHBPA-FOA - FHBPA Florida Owners Awards
Available Money: $23,000

Value of Race: $20,000 1st $12,000, 2nd $4,000, 3rd $2,000, 4th $800, 5th $200, 6th $200, 7th $200, 8th $200, 9th $200, 10th $200

Weather: Clear
Track: Firm

Off at: 4:10
Start: Good for all

Last Raced Pgm Horse Name (Jockey) Wgt M/E PP Start 1/4 1/2 3/4 Str Fin Odds Comments
4Feb17 2Gp2 1 Perfect Tay (Rosario, Joel) 121 L 1 5 3 3 2 1/2 1 1/2 1.80 lost whip late, up
10Feb17 2Gp1 6 Modern Tale (Ortiz, Jose) 121 L 5 1 2 1/2 4 1/2 1 1/2 23 1/4 4.50 press 2w, led, drifted
1Feb17 2Gp4 5 Very Very Stella (Zayas, Edgard) 121 Lb 4 2 4 1/2 2 2 3 1/2 32 1/2 5.70 hemmed in mid-turn
22Jan17 2Gp 11 Sinatra (Lezzcano, Jose) 121 L 9 7 6 1/2 7 6 4 1/2 4 Head 3.80 wide turns, improved
11Feb17 2Gp 2 To Your Health (Soto, Edwin) 121 Lb 2 4 4 1/2 8 1/2 1 1/2 4 4 Head 26.10 passed tired rivals
4Feb17 2Gp4 8 Lay It Down (Juarez, Nik) 121 Lf 7 10 10 1 1/2 8 3 1/2 7 1/2 4 4 Head
15Feb17 2Gp 4 Chamois (Lopez, Paco) 121 Lb 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 1/2 7 1/2 4 4 Head 3.30 pace inside, gave way
15Oct16 3MED 11 9 Toco Boy (Corrales, Gerardo) 121 L 8 8 4 1/2 5 1 1/2 8 2 1/2 69.20 off slow, no factor
3Feb17 2Gp 12 Horner Man (Mena, Raul) 121 Lb 10 9 7 1 1/2 10 10 9 1/2 2 1/2 4 4 Head
10Feb17 2Gp10 7 Weeza Gone Gray (Ramirez, Martin) 121 Lb 6 6 9 1 1/2 7 9 3/4 9 2 1/2 82.50 off slo, 4w 1st, outrun

Fractional Times: 24:17.40 1:10.84 1:22.67
Final Time: 1:35.07

Split Times: (23.23) (23.44) (11.83) (12.40)

Run-Up: 41 feet Temporary Rail: 60 feet

Winner: Perfect Tay, Chestnut Gelding, by Perfect Soul (IRE) out of Loch Tay, by Rahy. Foaled Mar 19, 2009 in ON.

Breeders: Charles Pipke

Winning Owner: Brandon Fairlie

1 Claimed Horse(s): Perfect Tay
New Trainer: Angel M. Rodriguez
New Owner: Frank Carl Calabrese

Claiming Prices: 1 - Perfect Tay: $16,000; 6 - Modern Tale: $16,000; 5 - Very Very Stella: $16,000; 11 - Sinatra: $16,000; 2 - To Your Health: $16,000; 8 - Lay It Down: $16,000; 4 - Chamois: $16,000; 9 - Toco Boy: $16,000; 12 - Horner Man: $16,000; 7 - Weeza Gone Gray: $16,000;

Scratched Horse(s): Brown Almighty (Veterinarian), Compass Stone (Veterinarian)

Total WPS Pool: $405,545

Pgm Horse Win Place Show Wager Type Winning Numbers Payoff Pool
1 Perfect Tay 5.60 3.20 2.40 $2.00 Exacta 1-6 24.20 312,744
6 Modern Tale 4.80 3.40 2.20 $1.00 Trifecta 1-6-5 45.60 194,888
5 Very Very Stella 3.80 $1.00 Superfecta 1-6-5-11 16.75 135,046

Past Performance Running Line Preview

Pgm Horse Name Start 1/4 1/2 3/4 Str Fin
1 Perfect Tay 5 3 1/2 3 1/2 3 1/2 1/2 1/2
6 Modern Tale 1 2 1/2 2 1/2 Head 2 3/4 1 1/2 1/2
5 Very Very Stella 2 5 1/2 4 1/2 4 1/2 3 3/4

Trainers: 1 - Abreu, Fernando; 6 - Dobles, Elizabeth; 5 - Ziadie, Ralph; 11 - Navarro, Jorge; 2 - Gazader, Daniel; 8 - Levy, Tamara; 4 - Jacobson, David; 9 - Wetherington, Margaret; 12 - Lopez, Alexis; 7 - Negrete, Javier

Owners: 1 - Brandon Fairlie; 6 - Imaginary Stables; 5 - Asterace Group, LLC; 11 - Monster Racing Stables; 2 - Bryan H. Khaleel; 8 - IAB Stables; 4 - David Jacobson; 9 - Keith B. Walcott; 12 - Africa Racing Stable; 7 - Carlos Munoz;

Footnotes:
PERFECT TAY was well placed along the inside tracking the leaders, was roused to follow MODERN TALE two wide late on the far turn, was getting to that foe despite being carried out when the rider had the whip whacked from his hand in deep stretch, and forged ahead in the closing strides under strong hand urging while brushed at the wire. MODERN TALE pressed the pace outside CHAMOIS from the outset, took over around the far turn with the eventual winner in close pursuit, drifted out while battling to deep stretch as the rider's right-handed whip inadvertently sent the whip belonging to PERFECT TAY's rider flying away, and came out to brush that one at the wire. VERY VERY STELLA saved ground just off the first flight down the backside, was hemmed in through the first part of the far turn behind the leaders, rallied when clear and kept on willingly to best the remainder. SINATRA raced three wide while outrun for six furlongs, came four wide into the lane and improved position without threatening for a major share. TO YOUR HEALTH was outprinted two wide early and passed some stragglers while never a factor. LAY IT DOWN broke sluggishly and raced far back wide on the turns. CHAMOIS contested the pace inside MODERN TALE, could not go on with that one midway around the far turn and gave way. TOCO BOY raced mostly two wide from midpack.
and lacked a response. HORNER MAN was four wide to the first turn after breaking slowly, and saved ground around the far turn while continuing to be outrun. WEEZA GONE GRAY was three wide early and dropped well back before going six furlongs.